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Writing American Academic English is for international students in US colleges,   
college faculty in non-English  countries,   and independent learners with at least 

one year of college English  or  equivalent.    In addition, because exercises and 

writing  structures  are based on  original academic  text, articles   published in  
Academic Exchange Quarterly (AEQ),  WAAE can be a useful  supplement  for any 

English teacher,   and  Writing Center or Writing Across the Curriculum faculty, 

staff.              
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Academic articles  used  in  WAAE-W certainly  were  not written overnight.   
A well-written  paper, besides content research,  requires  a  great deal of  
knowledge, effort and time including writing drafts, rewriting, and editing.  
Here are some content- scope- purpose questions that  are considered: 

 - What is the focus area?  

 - What is the sub-topic?  

 - What is the scope e.g. overview or detailed?  

 - What is the purpose? 

 - What is the outcome, benefit?  
 
While academic journals vary on  suitability  of  published articles;  most  
editors  acknowledge  similar  basic  article  structure   (introduction, body, 
conclusion)   diagrammed in  PARTS OF AN  ARTICLE on the next page.  
To be clear, not every paper requires all. Moreover, parts may or may  
not  be  labeled, and two or more  may  be combined into one as noted.  
It is  advisable to consult  professor  or journal before making  final paper 
layout  decision.   
 
Extensive   practice  for  each part continues to be developed, expended: 
 introduction in chapter 6;  body in chapter 7;  conclusion in chapter  8. 
 
This chapter  besides Introduction offers  practice  in  content-area  
vocabulary,  words and phrases.  Focus is  on   three areas  of education: 
assessment,  consultation/collaboration,  and online learning.  A  variety  
of sub-topics within these areas are addressed by individual sections.    
 
 
 
We welcome  continuous  feedback,  and making  this  workbook  part   
of  your  teaching  and learning experience. 
           Steve Grzeskow-Pec 

 
2018 March suggestion, URL link,   may be useful now in Chapter 6 
 https://writingcenter.fas.harvard.edu/pages/essay-structure 
 It's helpful to think of different essay sections as answering  
 a series  of questions ….. What?    How?   Why? 
 ESSAY  STRUCTURE  Copyright 2000, Elizabeth Abrams,   
 for the Writing Center at Harvard University 
 2019  February suggestion  sees  mental benefits in completing WAAE  
  workbook, similar to Sudoku and Crossword  Puzzles.  Is that so? 
  Are there others who agree with it?    Can WAAE  assist in  
 maintaining brain young and  healthy?   Let us know please…   
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UNIT     31  
 
 

     PARTS  OF  AN  ARTICLE    

   
Introduction  presents the topic, provides article's thesis or hypothesis,  
and gives reason for it.   It may include  one (likely #5) or more in no  
particular order:   
 
1. What is the article about, focus area and sub-topic? 
            Quick  understanding  comes from  content words. 
2. What was published already on this  topic, problem? 
            Offers  a sentence or two with citations.   
            Details come later in  the  Body. 
3. What is  the  reason to select  this topic, problem? 
            Another way, what is author's purpose? 
4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
            Some call it road map of the paper in a logical order. 
5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
            Some  refer to it as   "thesis statement,"  others bring up 
            "hypothesis."    To be clear,   former  may state  a problem,  
             while latter  may suggest  answer to that problem. 
             Both are not always  identified. easily.    Read attentively.  
 

Review  
           TOPIC SENTENCE  and  FINAL THOUGHT > USEFUL PHRASES  >  chpt 2 
           INTRODUCTION   >  RESEARCH  PAPER  >   Know the Basics  >  chpt 3  
           INTRODUCTION  7 visual features  >  WHICH IS WHICH chpt 3 
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 Writing  is not complete without references.  Format of references  needs to 
 match the  style  used in  writing.   APA, MLA, and Turabian   are   the most   
 common. 
 
 For now,  Introduction,  it is suffice to remember the different methods for 
 in-text-citations:  APA  uses  author-date format;  MLA uses author-page   
 format;  Turabian  uses other format, endnotes or footnotes. 

 

APA  in-text-citations  and quotes   (" ")    

 
 1.  direct quotation - verbatim - needs quotes and in-text-citation 
  including page 
 2.  block quotation - text set apart from the rest of  writing-    no quotes 
  but needs in-text-citation  including page 
 3.  indirect quotation - paraphrase - no quotes and no page  but needs  
  in-text-citation 
 4.  quotes to highlight  terms  as matter of  writing - no in-text-citation  
  but use it sparingly 
 

APA   examples for #1 and  #3 
 

DIRECT QUOTATIONS 

  Name (2012) "examines community  ….."   (p.13) 

 

  "….. ethical and financial"  (Name, 2012,  p.13).  

 
 

 INDIRECT QUOTATIONS 

  Name  (2012)  examines community  ….. 
  

  …..  ethical  respectful of community (Name, 2012).  

 
 

Review  
           LITERATURE REVIEW   >  RESEARCH  PAPER  >  Know the Basics  > chpt 3  
           REFERENCES   >  RESEARCH  PAPER  >   Know the Basics  >  chpt  3  
           CONTENT  and  FUNCTION  WORDS   >   chpt 3 
         WORD  USAGE  FREQUENCY  >  chpt 4 
           CONTEXTUAL  and  DICTIONARY MEANING  > chpt 5 
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       TEXT 7  sections (Introductions) selected   from  SIB.     
   
,1-text-2631 . 
By posing the question “How do they know they know?”, adult educator Jane Vella 
(Vella, Berardinelli, & Burrow, 1998) challenges those of us in professional 
educational settings to closely re-examine our assessment practices. The question 
suggests two points: it is ultimately the learner who truly knows what he or she 
knows, and it is the responsibility of the instructor to ensure there is a means of 
making such knowledge possible on the part of the learner. This question also begs 
another question: “How satisfied are they with their level of knowing?” This further 
question can be addressed adequately neither by an instructor-assigned grade nor 
by a self-assigned grade. This further question requires explicitly asking learners to 
reflect on their learning and level of competence, and to clarify or to authenticate 
such learning and competence not merely for purposes of grading but for 
performance beyond the classroom. For learners to determine whether or not they 
are satisfied with their levels of knowledge and skills, they must participate in some 
form of self-assessment. This theoretical paper is intended to lay the groundwork for 
reconciling student self assessment with instructor grading, particularly in 
professional programs. Students assess their own level of understanding or skill for 
specific objectives, indicating whether they are competent in it, they are not 
competent in it, or if they need more work. They do not assign grades to 
themselves. Instructors assign grades only on tangible student products or upon 
demonstration of a skill. This proposed alternative is intended to provide educators 
and students with a more appropriate means of measuring learning in that it  can 
clarify for the learner his or her own status. Further, the implementation of this 
practice may help learners to take more ownership of their learning and thus 
transfer their classroom-developed skills beyond the classroom.      [000L40] 
 
 

,2-text-2631 . 
Teaching is physically and socio-emotionally demanding and requires a high degree 
of dedication and motivation. Becoming an early childhood teacher involves a 
complex process of transformation from a teacher candidate to a fully qualified 
teacher that requires commitment to and passion for the teaching profession 
(Bruinsma & Jansen, 2010; Hamman & Romano, 2009; Ledoux, Yoder, Hanes, & 
McHenry, 2008; Rose & Rogers, 2012; Sinclair, Munns, & Woodward 2005; 
Vallerand, Fernet, & Guay, 2008).   A considerable body of research has shown that 
passionate teachers have a positive impact on their teaching and on student 
learning (Day, 2009; Kim & Lane, 2013; Vallerand, Fernet, & Guay, 2008). 
Vallerand, Fernet, and Guay (2008) reported that passionate teachers manage to 
achieve a state of harmony between their teaching and their other activities. 
However, this passion may cause burnout among novice teachers due to the 
intensity involved in teaching and the imbalance that may exist between teaching 
and other life activities  Although  much attention has been paid to the role of 
passion in teaching, there are only a limited number of empirical studies on the role 
passion plays in early childhood preservice teachers’ efficacy. Thus, first, this study 
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was to review the theoretical framework of passion for teaching to better understand 
the role of passion in teaching young children. Second, with 77 early childhood 
preservice teachers, this study examined early childhood preservice teachers’ 
passion for teaching children and its impact on their adaptive outcomes such as 
constructivist teaching beliefs and general teacher efficacy.   [066023] 
 
  

,3-text-2631 . 
The 2012-13 school year marks the highest ever enrollment of international students 
in colleges and universities in the United States (IIE, 2013). The 3.9% growth from 
the previous year (764,495 in 2011-12 to 819,644 in 2012-13) reflects a broader 
pattern of increased international student enrollment at all academic levels (IIE, 
2013) and a strengthening trend of global student mobility that is not expected to 
slow anytime soon. An exciting change, these demographic shifts also bring to the 
surface additional challenges for faculty, partly due to studies that point to a range of 
concerns.   Data from Student Experience at the Research University (SERU) 
suggest that international undergraduates are less satisfied with their college 
experience, have less sense of belonging, and feel a lesser degree of development 
in scholarship than American students (Zhao & Douglass, 2011). Not engaging 
international undergraduate students potentially leaves this growing student 
population vulnerable to the "antithesis" (Trowler, 2010, p. 4) of student 
engagement, what Mann (2001) refers to as "alienation" (p. 7). Disengagement may 
impact both academic and social realms for international students who are 
simultaneously adjusting to the first year of college and life in a new country (Mori, 
2000).  Supplementing these studies is the Student Voices survey conducted at the 
University of Minnesota - Twin Cities (UMTC) (Anderson, Isensee, Martin, Godfrey & 
O'Brien, 2012), which provides institution-specific data regarding the challenges of 
first-year undergraduate international students.  The mixed methods survey sheds 
light on three areas of concern for students at UMTC: studying and participating in a 
second language; lack of shared academic/classroom culture; and feelings of 
isolation and exclusion.    Limited in the literature are strategies that faculty can use 
to enable international students to express their opinions, feelings, and emotions in 
ways that build on the course material and strengthen engagement while furthering 
the learning of all students.  This study draws data from reflection journals 
completed during a seminar class and points to experiential learning pedagogies as 
ways to combat disengagement and isolation. As a "holistic integrative perspective 
on learning that combines experience, perception, cognition, and behavior" (Kolb, 
1984, p. 21), experiential learning can be a medium for strengthening engagement 
and transforming the challenges faced by international students into opportunities 
that help nurture global citizens.     [066112] 
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,4-text-2631 . 
Everyone in education, it seems, is using the Internet. The Internet promises to 
liberate learners from the physical time-and-space boundaries of traditional 
schooling, giving students greater control over where, when, and what they learn. 
The Internet also has the potential to enhance the interaction between learners and 
teachers, providing a diverse network of spaces and places for rich dialogue and 
discourse.  At its best, the Internet empowers communities of learners to design and 
occupy their own interconnected workspaces. At its worst, many of the 
shortcomings of traditional instruction are simply made more pervasive online. Many 
current commercial courseware products intentionally centralize control and power 
in hands of the institution. The efficacy of such products is often judged in terms of 
administrative needs such as the degree of institutional control over the delivery of 
content and grades, the efficiency of "housing" courses on servers versus brick and 
mortar buildings, and the cost effectiveness of "once-designed, forever-
implemented" curriculum (Carr, 1997). In short, the Internet landscape is currently 
being shaped to increase financial revenue for educational institutions by 
decreasing direct investment in students and teachers.  Grass-roots efforts are 
underway to examine different ways of implementing Internet learning (Weisser, 
1997; McFarlane & Stevens, 1999). Rather than building on its capacity to control, 
these implementations instead build on its capacity to liberate by enhancing 
reflection and dialogue. The purpose of this paper is to describe how such an 
Internet-based online learning environment works in practice, and what lessons 
have been learned so far by its teachers and students.  [000j013] 
 
 

,5-text-2631 . 
As students transition from high school to college, they encounter new academic 
situations that may require adjustments in their learning strategies and motivation. 
Institutions provide considerable support during the transition to help students adjust 
to their new academic and social environment. First-year experience courses are 
designed specifically for the academic and social challenges that new students 
encounter. As the number of institutions implementing these courses rises, the need 
for solid evaluation research to inform their efforts has increased.     First-year 
experience course curricula vary based on an institution’s goals and expectations 
(Andrade, 2007), but the objectives for many of these courses involve academic skill 
development, campus resource recognition, and personal exploration and 
development (National Resource Center for The First-Year Experience & Student in 
Transition, 2008). Research shows that first-year experience course enrollment is 
positively related to academic performance and retention (Crissman, 2001; Lifton, 
Cohen, & Schlesinger, 2008). Less in known about possible effects of these courses 
on motivation and learning strategies, which are important for college success. 
Furthermore, research designs are typically correlational, limiting the conclusions 
that can be drawn. Accordingly, the present study compared students enrolled and 
not enrolled in a first-year experience course with a focus on changes in motivation 
and use of learning strategies over the first semester.     [066031] 
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,6-text-2631 . 
While it is very admirable that many Computer Science programs offer courses in 
ethics, ethics education for computer professionals is often either an ignored 
elective or a required course that focuses on avoiding legal liability. Collections of 
syllabi for computer ethics courses, such as those compiled by Computer 
Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) and on the Internet, and a look at 
some of the more widely used texts show this to be true. Even the better courses 
suffer from a dilemma most ethics courses of any type face: the buffet approach of 
offering students various ethical approaches to choose from. At the University of 
Great Falls in Montana we have not only made ethics an integral and required part 
of the computer science curriculum, but we have tried to go beyond a mere survey 
of ethical positions and legal dilemmas by focusing on the related concepts of 
responsibility, service, and citizenship. While legal liabilities are carefully covered it 
is the moral responsibility each of us has as a citizen that is emphasized.  But 
communicating the importance of moral behavior, and convincing students of many 
different generations and of different religious and philosophical persuasions that 
there are solid reasons for shared ethical standards is a complicated task.   
[999z086] 
 

,7-text-2631 . 
With the boom in information technology, there has arisen the widespread practice 
of plagiarism and the use of essentially Internet sources for research assignments 
(Liles & Rozalski, 2004; Cheney, 2004). Study conducted by the Center for 
Academic Integrity finds levels of cheating and plagiarism remain high, with 70% of 
students admitting to some cheating (McCable, 2005). Although students today 
have access to vast sources of information, many lack information literacy and 
library skills to find, critically evaluate, synthesize and apply information in a 
meaningful way (Cooney & Hiris, 2003; Fitzgerald, 2004; Lampert, 2005). Violations 
of academic honesty on the one hand, and the opportunities offered by the library of 
having access to sources of doing work of a high quality now require that librarians 
and faculty work together. To have the most effective impact, librarians need to 
collaborate with faculty in integrating information literacy into the curriculum 
(Lampert, 2005; McCulley and Hare, 2005; Ward, 2006). The benefits of such 
collaboration have gained a lot of attention in recent literature. Raspa and Ward 
(2000) showed how librarian-faculty collaboration on information literacy initiatives 
led to increased communication, greater alignment, and improved learning 
outcomes. Lampert (2005) presented a faculty librarian collaborative model for 
incorporating information literacy instruction into preservice programs for future 
educators that fosters information literacy and life-long learning. Auer and Krupar 
(2001), and Lampert (2004) emphasized the need for faculty-librarian collaboration 
in developing effective approaches to educate students about plagiarism. This 
article describes how a faculty from education department joined forces with a 
librarian to build an effective teaching alliance to help students develop 
information literacy and complete a literature review paper for a capstone education 
research course. [000056] 
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QUOTES and IN-TEXT-CITATIONS 

 

1-ws-v-2631   
How many total number of  APA  in-text-citations are  in each section? 
How many  direct quotations?    
How many  indirect quotations?    
How many  quotes?  Write zero when none. 
 

 ,1-text-v-2631 . 
 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 
 

  
 ,2-text-v-2631 . 

 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 
 

  
 ,3-text-v-2631 . 

  
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 

  
 

 ,4-text-v-2631 . 
 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 

  
 

 ,5-text-v-2631 . 
 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 
 

  
 ,6-text-v-2631 . 

 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 
 

  
 ,7-text-v-2631 . 

 
 _____ total        _____direct     _____  indirect        _____ quotes 
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CONTENT  WORDS  AND  PHRASES 
 

1-ws-p-2631     
Copy  each  section content words into one  of four columns,  the first  3  identify  
a broad  subject area, the 4th one, other, refers to area  distinct from  the  
identified. 
 

1-text-p-2631  
 

 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
 
 

2-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
 
 

         Please write on a separate sheet of paper.  
Handwriting  helps to remember words, phrases and content.  
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3-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
 
 

4-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
 
 

5-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
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6-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
 
 
 

7-text-p-2631 
 
 (1) assessment         (2) consultation/collaboration      (3) online learning       (4) other 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
        ____________      _____________      ___________     ___________ 
 
Add  number of words in each column. 
        (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____         (4) = _____ 
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2-ws-p-2631  
 
Recopy, first 3 columns,  number of words  from all 7 sections  
 

1-text-p-2631 
 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

2-text-p-2631 
 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

3-text-p-2631 

 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

4-text-p-2631 
 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

5-text-p-2631 
 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

6-text-p-2631 

 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 

7-text-p-2631 
 (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____       
 
Tally 7 sections  number of words in each column, listing. 
 
  (1) = _____           (2) = _____              (3) = _____          
 
 
 

3-ws-p-2631  
There are  three  listings,  three  broad  subject areas.  The initial tally shows 
 ________  words for  ASSESSMENT         
 ________  words for  CONSULTATION/COLLABORATION       
 ________  words for  ONLINE LEARNING 
 
Now make sure  each list is free of duplicates and unknown words. 
Also each word must be identified   i.e.   Is it a  noun, verb, adjective, or adverb? 
 
This can be accomplished  by  using your own  TEXT  and  WORKBOOK  
GLOSSARY  as well as  any  Dictionary of American English available at your 
local library.  
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4-ws-p-2631  
At the end there ought to be  3 lists  ( assessment,  consultation/collaboration,  and 
online learning)     each with  4 columns. 
 
ASSESSMENT  
 noun  verb  adjective   adverb 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 

 Add more lines if needed 
 
CONSULTATION/COLLABORATION 
 noun  verb  adjective   adverb 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 

 Add more lines if needed 
 
ONLINE LEARNING  
 noun  verb  adjective   adverb 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 
 ________ ________ ________   ________ 
 

 Add more lines if needed 
 
 
 
 

What you have is  to be helpful  in   
TEST YOURSELF    
and    
STAND  ALONE PARAGRAPH.    
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ANSWER  QUESTIONS 
IN ONE  or  MORE CLAUSES 

Review   
SENTENCE STRUCTURE > chpt 2 

 

1-ws-t-2631  
To answer  questions  consult   previous pages  for vocabulary   3 LISTS,  
EACH WITH   4 COLUMNS,   and  original TEXT at the start of this  unit.     

 
1-text-t-2631 

Answer in one or more clauses.    
 1. What is the article about? 
 
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please write on a separate sheet of paper.  
Handwriting  helps to remember words, phrases and content.  
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2-text-t-2631 
Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 

 
3-text-t-2631 

Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
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4-text-t-2631 
Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 

 
5-text-t-2631 

Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
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6-text-t-2631 
Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 

 
7-text-t-2631 

Answer in one or more clauses. 
 1. What is the article about? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 

 
             2. What was published already on this   topic, problem?. 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             3. What is  the  reason to select this  topic, problem? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             4. What reader can expect, article outline?  
  
         _____________________________________________ 
 
             5. What  author  expects  to accomplish, the aim of the paper? 
  
         _____________________________________________ 
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THESIS STATEMENT 

Review 
Chpt 2    SENTENCE STRUCTURE 

Chpt 3    INTRODUCTION  7 visual features  >  WHICH  IS  WHICH 
Chpt 6     Introduction > PARTS  OF AN  ARTICLE > Know the Basics 

 
1-ws-c-2631   
Identify  thesis statement.  Read  attentively.   A thesis is not always  identified. 
easily.     You may need to combine two or more phrases into a single clause. 
Helpful to know  previous   ANSWER  QUESTIONS  IN ONE  or  MORE CLAUSES. 

 

 ,1-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
  

 ,2-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
  

 ,3-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
 

 ,4-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
 

 ,5-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 
  

 ,6-text-c-2631 . 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
 

  
 ,7-text-c-2631 . 

 _____________________________________________________ 
 _____________________________________________________ 
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STAND - ALONE -  PARAGRAPH 
Comparison and Contrast   

Review  PARAGRAPH  in chapter  1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

2-ws-c-2631   
 Compose  a  9 -16 sentences  comparison and contrast  paragraph  based  
 on  the  guidelines below. 
 
 1. Focus on  one of  three areas  of  education:   
 assessment,  consultation/collaboration,  and online learning.    
 2. Select  sub-topic  from one  area. It  ought to be decided by your passive   
 and active knowledge of this unit  e.g.  ease of  completing     
 --  ANSWER  QUESTIONS  IN ONE  or  MORE CLAUSES       
 --   and THESIS  STATEMENT.   

3. Based on above, choose  two introductions  from seven listed  in   
    TEXT of  this unit.  

4.  A paragraph  of comparison  and contrast takes two aspects of an issue  
              and compares them  e.g. shows  how  two  selected   introductions  
  are  alike or different   
5.  The following paragraph   structure  may be  helpful: 
 WHAT- opening (2-4  sentences)  gives  context for comparing TEXT 

   of two different aspects (two  different  introductions) 
 HOW- body (5-8  sentences)  develops a point-by-point comparison by  
  giving  examples of  advantages/disadvantages,  pros/cons   
 WHY-  ending  (2-4  sentences)  analyzes results  to decide which 
  TEXT  (introduction)  is better (more useful)  than the other 

 6.  The following  function  words (transition words)   may be  helpful. 

 - Comparison/Similarity:  also, equally,  like, likewise, still  
 - Contrast/Difference:  but, however,  unlike,  though, yet 

______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 

 

Please write on a separate sheet of paper.  
Handwriting  helps to remember words, phrases and content.   
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UNIT    32.  
 
 
 

To continue with remaining units  

  
of chapter 6, please  see a print copy from your library 
 

 
 To enjoy your own  print copy, use AEQ Single Copy Order Form.  
 Each chapter $62.00  includes media mail.    
 Add $9.00 for priority/airmail.  
 
 Annual subscription available.   It can start anytime of  the year,  
 except retroactive.   We offer two ways to order four print issues: 
  $189.00    or alternate way   $88.00   EXCHANGE  
 

 

  
 
 
 
 

          

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.rapidintellect.com/AE/8karte6.htm
http://www.rapidintellect.com/AE/8karte7.htm
http://www.rapidintellect.com/AE/8exch.htm
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